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Abstract
Although object-oriented programming techniques have evolved into an accepted
technology with recognized benefits for software development, conventional text-based
programming languages together with state-of-the-art browsing tools seem to be
insufficient for a software engineer to cope with the complexity of class libraries,
especially application frameworks. Both visualization techniques and visual programming
seem appropriate to partially overcome these shortcomings of object-oriented
programming.
Software development based on an application framework requires learning its high-level
language. This contribution discusses concepts and corresponding tools to support the
learning of such a language: a design book visualizes the design of an application
framework; an active cookbook guides the programmer through typical adaptation steps.
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1 Introduction
Concepts offered by object-oriented programming languages are often used to produce
reusable single components. The concepts of inheritance and dynamic binding are
sufficient to construct application frameworks, i.e., reusable semifinished architectures
for various application domains. Such frameworks represent a real breakthrough in
software reusability: not only single building blocks, but also the design of (sub)systems
can be reused.
Application frameworks such as Smalltalk’s MVC framework [Krasner 1988], MacApp
[Schmucker 1986; Wilson 1990], AppKit [NeXT 1990] and ET++ [Weinand 1988;
Gamma 1992; Eggenschwiler 1992] can be viewed as the first test bed for the
development of reusable architectures by means of object-oriented concepts. These
frameworks for the graphic user interface (GUI) domain have become one of the main
reasons that object-oriented programming enjoys such a good reputation for promoting
extensibility and reuse. Frameworks are not restricted to a narrow range of domains, but
are almost universally applicable. Examples are frameworks for VLSI routing algorithms
[Gossain 1989] and operating systems [Russo 1989].
Main thesis. Frameworks amount to a real breakthrough in software reusability if they
can be adapted easily to the specific needs of a domain. Interactive visual techniques
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discussed in this contribution help in understanding, refining and developing
frameworks.
A framework defines a high level language with which applications within a domain are
created through specialization. Specialization takes place at points of predefined
refinement that we call hot spots. A framework-centered software development process
requires the creation and reuse of frameworks. We recommend new tools—electronic
books—to support this process:

• Creation of frameworks: Design books communicate the design of existing
frameworks so that some design ideas can be reused in the creation of new
frameworks.

• (Re)use of frameworks: Design books and active cookbooks assist in specializing
a particular framework.

Appropriate design books and active cookbooks should help an experienced programmer
understand internals of frameworks, and develop software based on these reusable
architectures. Serving as an aid for programming novices to support end user computing
is a secondary goal of these electronic books.
Since we can develop application frameworks for a range of domains, the concepts and
tools we propose are applicable to various levels of programming. For instance, design
books and active cookbooks can be provided for application frameworks dealing with
low-level operating system tasks as well as for application frameworks for high-level
software, such as reservation systems.

2 Conceptual and terminological foundations
Terms are often misused in the realm of object-oriented software development. This
section builds a terminological and conceptual basis for the paper.
Application framework.  An application framework consists of ready-to-use and
semifinished building blocks. The overall architecture, i.e., the composition and
interaction of building blocks, is predefined as well. Producing specific applications
usually means adapting components to specific needs by implementing some methods in
subclasses of application framework classes.
In general, an application framework standardizes building blocks for a specific domain.
An application framework is well-designed if it offers flexibility where required, i.e., it
can easily be adapted to domain-specific requirements. For example, ET++ is a well-
designed application framework for the GUI domain. [Weinand 1989] states that writing
an application with a complex GUI by adapting ET++ can result in a significant reduction
in source code size (i.e., the source code that has to be written by the programmer who
adapts the framework) compared to software written with the support of a conventional
graphic toolbox.
Usually the term application framework expresses that its building blocks constitute a
generic application for a domain. It is often hard to decide whether a framework migrates
to this category. We use the terms framework and application framework synonymously.
Only when a distinction is necessary, we use the term application framework explicitly.
Abstract classes and abstract methods. The principal idea underlying frameworks
can be subsumed in the following way. Semifinished components of a framework are
represented by abstract classes. Some methods of an abstract class can be implemented,
while only dummy or preliminary implementations can be provided for other methods,
called abstract methods.
As a consequence, abstract classes are not instantiable classes. Their purpose is to
standardize the class interface for all subclasses—subclasses can only augment the
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interface, but not change the names and parameters of methods defined in a superclass.
Instances of subclasses of an abstract class will understand at least all messages that are
defined in the abstract class. The term contract is used for this standardization property:
instances of subclasses of a class A support the same contract as supported by instances
of A.
The implication of abstract classes is that other semifinished or ready-to-use components
of a framework can be implemented based on the contract of an abstract class. In the
implementation of these components, reference variables are used that have the static type
of the abstract classes they rely on. Polymorphism allows such components to work with
instances of subclasses of an abstract class. Due to dynamic binding, the concrete
instances of subclasses of an abstract class bring in their specific behavior. So the
behavior of framework components is ideally adapted by implementing only the abstract
methods of semifinished components. The abstract methods constitute the principal hot
spots of a framework.
Design patterns and metapatterns. It is still a matter of dispute how to describe
essential design aspects in object-oriented systems. Design pattern approaches recently
emerged in the object-oriented community to cope with this problem. Proposed design
pattern catalogs such that of Erich Gamma, et al. [Gamma 1992; Gamma 1994] try to
describe frameworks on an abstraction level higher than the corresponding code that
implements these frameworks.
Design pattern catalogs essentially attempt to pick out frameworks that are not too
domain-specific. Such frameworks are presented as examples of good object-oriented
design that can be applied in the development of other frameworks. For example, the
model/view aspect of the MVC framework constitutes a pattern in the design pattern
catalog. In this miniframework, a model component notifies its dependent view
components when changes occur. The view components display the data represented by
the model component. Thus, view components have to be informed to update in case of
model changes.
Design pattern catalogs containing specific framework examples are useful means to
construct new frameworks. Nevertheless, a more advanced abstraction is necessary. This
is useful to actively support the design pattern idea and to visualize a framework’s
design.
We use the term metapatterns for a set of design patterns that describes how to construct
frameworks independent of a specific domain. These metapatterns prove to be a simple
yet powerful approach that can be applied to categorize and describe any specific
framework pattern on a metalevel, so that the hot spots can be identified immediately.
Metapatterns presented in Section 3 do not replace state-of-the-art design pattern
approaches, but rather metapatterns complement these approaches. Design books
discussed in detail in Section 4 are based on these metapatterns.
Design books and active cookbooks. Design books help the user browse through
the essential design of a framework to see how semifinished components gain their
flexibility. They are a way to visualize these flexible hot spots.
Design books can be viewed as advanced design pattern catalogs. Some aspects of a
specific framework might be domain-independent, so that this design can be applied in
the development of new frameworks. In these cases, design books serve the same
purpose as design pattern catalogs. Actually, design pattern catalogs can be viewed as
carefully chosen subsets of the design examples that can be captured and categorized in
design books.
In addition to design pattern catalogs, design books can document the design of any
domain-specific framework. Because metapattern browsers allow efficient design
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documentation of frameworks, they can help in adapting the hot spots of a framework to
specific needs.
Application framework cookbooks  contain numerous recipes. These recipes describe in
an informal way how to adapt a framework to specific needs within a domain. Recipes
usually do not explain internal design and implementation details of a framework.
Recipes are rather informal documents. Nevertheless, most cookbook recipes are struc-
tured roughly into the following sections:

• purpose
• steps: how to do something, including references to other recipes
• source code example(s)

A programmer has to find the recipe that is appropriate for a particular framework
adaptation. This recipe is then used by simply adhering to the steps that describe how to
accomplish a certain task.
We envision more active support of this typical way of developing software based on a
framework, and call the corresponding tool an active cookbook.
Active cookbooks and design books support the reuse and development of frameworks.
We first present metapatterns that form the conceptual basis of design books and go on to
discuss these electronic books.

3 Metapatterns

Metapatterns point out the few essential ideas of how to construct frameworks, i.e.,
reusable, flexible object-oriented software architectures, independent of a specific
domain. They constitute an elegant and powerful approach to describe and visualize the
design of a framework. Such an efficient design communication helps develop and reuse
frameworks.

3 . 1 Class/object interface and interaction metapatterns
Template and hook methods represent the metapatterns required to design frameworks
consisting of single classes and/or groups of classes together with their interactions. A
template method implements a functionality in a generic way. Hook methods called from
a template method form its generic parts. Subclasses of the class where a template method
is defined can change the behavior of this template method at these predefined spots by
implementing hook methods in a specific way.
The terms “template method” and “hook method” are commonly used by various authors,
e.g., [Wirfs-Brock 1990; Gamma 1994]. We assume that all methods are dynamically
bound. (For example, this assumption is not valid for C++.) We use the notation
proposed by [Rumbaugh 1991] in order to depict class diagrams.
Let us take a closer look at how framework concepts are applied at the microlevel, i.e., in
the implementation of methods. In order to implement frameworks, we have to consider
the following kinds of methods:

• template methods that are based on
• hook methods, which are either

- abstract methods, or
- template methods

Let us consider the example shown in Figure 1: We assume that an abstract class
RentalItem, which could be part of an application framework for reservation systems,
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offers the three methods PrintInvoice(), CalcRate() and GetName(). PrintInvoice()
constitutes the template method based on the hook methods CalcRate() and GetName().
The hook methods are abstract methods. Abstract classes and abstract methods are
written in italic style in the graphic representation.

RentalItem

. . .

PrintInvoice()
CalcRate(): Real

. . .
GetName(): String

. . .

...= CalcRate();

...= GetName();

. . .  // print it

. . .

Figure 1  Template method PrintInvoice based on hook methods CalcRate and

GetName

The adaptation of RentalItem has to be done in a subclass where the abstract methods
CalcRate() and GetName() of RentalItem are implemented. The default implementation of
PrintInvoice() meets the requirements of the specific application under development.
The template method PrintInvoice() is adapted, for example, in a subclass of RentalItem
called HotelRoom without changing the source code of PrintInvoice() (see Figure 2a).
Figure 2b illustrates schematically the hook methods as hot spots of the template method
PrintInvoice(). Framework specialization takes place at these hot spots.

PrintInvoice()

CalcRate()

GetName()

RentalItemHotelRoom

(a) (b)

PrintInvoice()

CalcRate()

GetName()

Figure 2  Adaptation of template method PrintInvoice()

3 . 2 Class/object composition metapatterns
In the example shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, hot spots (the hook methods) and frozen
spots (the template methods) are unified in one class. This implies that the behavior of
printing an invoice can be changed by defining a subclass and implementing its hot spots
in a specific way.
In some situations, more flexibility is required to allow adaptations at run time. In order
to achieve this degree of flexibility, frozen spots and hot spots have to be put into
separate classes as explained below. In this case, the class that contains the hook
method(s) can be considered as the hook class of the class that contains the
corresponding template method(s). We call the class that contains the template method(s)
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template class. In other words, a hook class parameterizes the corresponding template
class; the hot spots are in the hook class. We use the letter T for template class and H for
hook class. We refer to instances of T and H or their subclasses as T objects and H
objects.
Adaptations at run time become possible since the behavior of a T object, i.e., its template
method, can be changed by associating a different H object with the T object. Creating H
objects and assigning references to T objects can, of course, be done at run time.
The following example illustrates the case where class RentalItem is based on the contract
of class Calculator (see Figure 3). So how a rental item prints an invoice can be changed
at run time by assigning a different object to the instance variable calculator of a
RentalItem object, one that fulfills the contract of Calculator. How RentalItem objects and
Calculator  objects are coupled via calculator is called abstract coupling.

calculatorRentalItem

. . .

PrintInvoice()

Calculator

. . .

CalcRate(): Real
. . .. . .

. . .

WeekendRateCalculator

. . .

. . .
CalcRate(): Real

. . .

...= calculator->CalcRate();

. . .

Figure 3  Abstract coupling based on template and hook methods

What constitutes a template method and a hook method, and so a template class and a
hook class, depends on one’s point of view. A hook method is elementary compared to
the template method in which the particular hook method is used. In another context, the
template method can become a hook method of another template method.
For example, an instance of a class RentalItemManager manages an arbitrary number of
RentalItem objects. A template method PrintInvoices() sends the message PrintInvoice to
some of the managed RentalItem objects, depending on a certain condition. So in this
context PrintInvoice() of class RentalItem becomes the hook method of the template
method PrintInvoices() in class RentalItemManager. The behavior of RentalItemManager
might be required in a hotel reservation system, for example, to print invoices for a
tourist party leaving the hotel. Figure 4 shows the relevant aspects of the classes
RentalItemManager and RentalItem.
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PrintInvoices()

rentalItems RentalItem

. . .

PrintInvoice()
. . .

RentalItemManager

. . .

Condition(^RentalItem): Bool
. . .

for each rentalItem in rentalItems
       if (Condition(rentalItem))
            rentalItem->PrintInvoice();

Figure  4  RentalItem as hook class in connection with template class RentalItemManager

In general, it is interesting to consider how T and H objects can be composed. We term
the few combination possibilities composition metapatterns.
The simplest composition metapattern is the unification of T and H in one class. This
special case is termed Unification metapattern, which underlies class RentalItem (see
Figure 1), for example.
If T and H are separated, a T object might refer to exactly one H object or an arbitrary
number of H objects. Figure 5 depicts the corresponding 1:1 Connection metapattern and
1:N Connection metapattern. The 1:1 Connection metapattern underlies the miniframe-
work in Figure 3; the 1:N Connection metapattern the one in Figure 4.

T

T()

hList
H

H()

T

T()

hRef
H

H()

(a) (b)

Figure 5  1:1 Connection metapattern (a) and 1:N  Connection metapattern (b)

If T is a subclass of H, recursive object composition becomes possible as demonstrated
in Figure 6 for the 1:N Recursive Connection metapattern. Note that the names of
template and hook methods are typically the same in the 1:N Recursive Connection
metapattern, i.e., TH().
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. . .

hL
is

t

H

TH()

T

TH()

Figure 6  1:N Recursive Connection metapattern

Since hList manages objects of static type H, objects of any subclass of H, i.e., also T
objects can be handled. This allows building up directed graphs with T objects and H
objects as nodes. Figure 7 shows a tree as an example.

(T)

(H)

(T)

(H)

(T)

Figure 7  Tree hierarchy of T and H objects

The typical structure of TH() in class T is analogous to the template method
PrintInvoices() shown in Figure 4. The message TH is forwarded to the managed H
objects, probably depending on a condition. So the following characteristic of object
composition based on the 1:N Recursive Connection metapattern results:  A T object can
be viewed as a place holder for all objects following that T object in the directed graph.
Instead of sending the message TH to all these objects, it is sufficient to send the message
to the particular T object. This message is then automatically forwarded to the other
objects that are placed “behind” that T object in the directed graph.
Due to this forwarding property of typical template methods in recursive connection
patterns, a hierachy of objects built by means of the 1:N Recursive Connection pattern
can be treated as a single object.
When to choose other recursive composition metapatterns is discussed in detail in [Pree
1994].
To sum up, hook methods/classes represent the requirements necessary to produce a
specific application for a domain out of a semifinished application framework.
Framework-centered software development requires us to see these hot spots. The
subsequent section discusses how hot spots can be visualized, based on metapatterns.
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4 Metapatterns as basis of design books
Each composition metapattern typically occurs several times in a framework. Only the
semantic aspect of the hot spots differs. The characteristic of a metapattern, especially the
offered degree of flexibility, is independent of the particular situation where a metapattern
is applied.
The principal idea of a design book is to attach composition metapatterns to framework
components. A design book for a framework constitutes a means to browse through its
hot spots. Depending on the characteristics of a metapattern, the programmer sees the
intended adaptations and their corresponding degree of flexibility.
For example, the Unification metapattern could be attached to various components of a
framework. Figure 8 illustrates this for class RentalItem.

RentalItem

. . .

PrintInvoice()
CalcRate(): Real

. . .
GetName(): String

. . .

...= CalcRate();

...= GetName();

. . .  // print it

. . .

T()

H()

TH

Unification Metapattern

Figure 8  Attaching the Unification metapattern to class RentalItem

Analogously, the other composition metapatterns can be attached to framework
components. Figure 9 demonstrates this for the 1:1 Connection metapattern linked to
RentalItem and Calculator.
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T

T()

hRef
H

H()

calculatorRentalItem

. . .

PrintInvoice()

Calculator

. . .

CalcRate(): Real
. . .. . .

. . .

WeekendRateCalculator

. . .

. . .
CalcRate(): Real

. . .

...= calculator->CalcRate();

. . .

1:1 Connection Metapattern

Figure 9  Attaching the 1:1 Connection metapattern to class RentalItem and class

Calculator

A hypertext system is well suited for implementing a design book. The arrows in Figure
8 and Figure 9 would be hypertext links in a design book. Figure 8 and Figure 9 assume
that there exists a class diagram for the annotated components. Thus the links refer to the
corresponding items in that class diagram. If no such class diagram is available, links
could refer directly to the corresponding source code fragments.
Since a particular metapattern occurs several times in a framework, a design book has to
handle this in an appropriate way. Due to the fact that only the semantic aspect of a
metapattern differs, we propose a solution as sketched in Figure 10.

T

T()

hRef
H

H()

1:1 Connection Metapattern

Printing invoices for rental items

. . .

RRRRaaaatttteeee    ccccaaaallllccccuuuullllaaaattttiiiioooonnnn

Figure 10  Linking specific examples to metapatterns

A menu pops up if a design book user clicks inside the hook class of a metapattern. The
hook class represents the hot spot in the pattern. The menu lists the various aspects that
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are kept flexible in a framework and that are based on the 1:1 Connection metapattern. If
the item “Rate calculation” is chosen, the corresponding example is linked to the
metapattern. In this case, it would be the components as depicted in Figure 9.
An appropriate hypertext editor that lets us define links between metapatterns and source
code and/or class diagrams, forms the basis for production of design books for any
application framework. Since there will be myriads of metapatterns in (application)
frameworks, programmers who know a particular framework well, especially its
developers, should produce the corresponding design book.
The fact that the hot spots are visualized in a design book might be useful not only for
adaptations of a particular framework. Some aspects of a framework might be pretty
domain-independent, so that a programmer who grasps the design can apply it in the
development of other frameworks.

5 Active cookbook
Conceptually, an active cookbook differs from a design book in that it focuses on
implementation details of an adaptation. Design books outline the hot spots for
specialization on an abstraction level that is higher than the underlying implementation
details.
Once the hot spots for an adequate framework specialization are identified by means of a
design book, an active cookbook helps to accomplish the adaptation steps. Though
design books and active cookbooks are conceptually different, they are predestined to be
integrated in one tool.
The concept of actively assisting in the adaptation of frameworks is already applied in
tools in the realm of GUI application frameworks. For example, ParcPlace’s
VisualWorks, NeXT’s InterfaceBuilder, and the “Wizard” tools of Microsoft’s
Foundation Classes actively support the adaptation of the corresponding GUI application
framework.
The idea of actively supporting framework adaptations should be applied to application
frameworks for any domain. For example, to define a subclass of Calculator, an active
recipe would provide an editor that asks the programmer for the name of the subclass.
After providing the calculation algorithm—either textually or, if appropriate, through
visual manipulations—the corresponding class is generated.
Simple configuration tasks such as choosing which Calculator object is combined with a
RentalItem object could be specified by selecting from a list as shown in Figure 11. Note
that such configuration tools can also be handled by end users. Metapatterns that allow
run time adaptations are predestined for such tools, assuming that some ready-to-use H
components exist already. In the example shown in Figure 11, specific subclasses of the
hook class Calculator have already been defined and implemented.
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W eekendRateCalculator

StdRateCalculator

. . .

Figure 11  Part of a configuration dialog

6 Summary
We are convinced that visually supported programming based on application frameworks
should not primarily rebuild concepts already provided by textual object-oriented
programming languages. A general-purpose visualization tool like a design book,
together with an active cookbook that integrates specific visual manipulation editors,
supports the reuse and development of application frameworks by visualizing hot spots.
The textual object-oriented language is used for object definition, message passing and
control flow specification.
In order to evaluate the design book and active cookbook approach, prototypes of these
tools were implemented1. The prototypes are based on a framework that simulates an
ubiquitous computing world [Weiser 1991].
Future research and hands-on experience with the design book and active cookbook
prototypes will reveal pros and cons of the presented vision. Research is especially
necessary to define generic editors that can be integrated into active cookbooks for several
different domains.
Research and experience will also show whether a (more or less) pure visual specification
of dynamic aspects of an object-oriented software system is superior to textual languages.
In this case, appropriate visualization concepts could be integrated into the electronic
books.
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